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Abstract—In order to efficiently retrieve and comprehend
large volumes of information, automated text summarization
plays a crucial role in compressing the material into brief and
understandable summaries. In this study, a thorough compari-
son of six innovative transformer-based summarization models
sourced from the Hugging Face model hub is presented. Using
ROUGE scores to evaluate sample outputs in both quantitative
and qualitative terms, each model’s performance and capabil-
ities are carefully assessed, clarifying its unique advantages,
disadvantages, and complexities. The results reveal significant
variations in the models’ summarization quality and effective-
ness, likely stemming from differences in their architectures,
pre-training sets, and fine-tuning techniques. The objective is
to equip both students and professionals with the necessary
knowledge to make informed decisions when selecting models
for various summarization tasks, thereby laying the groundwork
for future developments in transformer-based text summarization
techniques.

Index Terms—Automated text summarization, Transformer-
based, ROUGE scores, Model performance, Pre-training sets,
Fine-tuning techniques, Text summarization techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s digital world, we can access a huge quantity of
information with a few touches on our devices. This need
more effective methods of understanding and managing all
of this data. Text summary helps by carefully arranging and
dividing enormous amounts of text into brief summaries while
preserving crucial facts. Summarized text is even more crucial
in addressing the information overload due to the necessity for
rapid and efficient methods of finding information. Addition-
ally, by reducing time and effort on information processing
duties, text summarizing contributes to increased productivity.
By giving brief summaries, it enables users to concentrate on
key elements without getting distracted by information.

The field of deep learning and natural language processing
has developed so rapidly that models that have been trained
are now freely accessible and helpful for many NLP applica-
tions, especially text summarization. However, with so many

models available—from BERT to T5—selecting the optimal
pre-trained model for a specific job might be challenging. In
addition, while pre-trained models offer an excellent place
to begin, they can be even more effective and adaptable by
modifying them with data specific to a certain area.

The motive of this exploration is to perform a thorough eval-
uation of six innovative text summarization models sourced
from the Hugging Face model hub [1], considering the chal-
lenges posed by information overload. Specifically, the models
examined include Facebook’s BART-Large-CNN [2], Falcon-
sai’s Text-Summarization [4], MBZUAI’s LaMini-Flan-T5-
248M [5], sshleifer’s DistilBART-CNN-12-6 [7], MBZUAI’s
LaMini-T5-61M [8], and Tuner007’s Pegasus summarizer [9].
This evaluation aims to highlight the advantages, disadvan-
tages, and potential of each model, utilizing recognized met-
rics like ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting
Evaluation) scores [10] and detailed examination of sample
outcomes. Additionally, the investigation will explore the
effectiveness of fine-tuning techniques in enhancing these
models’ performance on text summarization tasks. Through
this comparative analysis, valuable insights can be provided
to professionals and scholars, aiding them in navigating the
landscape of summarized text models and optimizing their
utility for managing information overload.

II. BACKGROUND

Text summarization stands as a fundamental task within the
domain of Natural Language Processing (NLP), addressing the
challenge of condensing extensive volumes of textual data into
succinct and coherent summaries. With an exponential surge
in the creation of research papers, news articles, social media
posts, and various digital materials, the need for effective sum-
marization methodologies becomes increasingly paramount.
Beyond mere condensation, text summarization serves as a
facilitator for diverse tasks such as document classification,
outcome ranking, and tailored content suggestion.
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A. Approaches to Text Summarization

There are two primary approaches for text summary in
natural language processing: extractive and abstractive summa-
rization. In extractive summarizing [13], the precise wording
and organization of the original information is maintained by
picking out significant lines or paragraphs from the text as a
whole and then presenting them in the form of a summary.
In order to pick the most useful words based on factors
including relevance, significance, and repetition, this method
uses algorithms. Abstractive summary [13], on the other hand,
involves developing new content that clearly and logically
communicates the key points of the original text. Abstractive
approaches clarify and paraphrase text using natural language
comprehension and production processes, which frequently
provide summaries that are more concise and logical.

B. Large Language Models (LLMs)

Among Large Language Models (LLMs) [14], Transformer-
based models such as BART, GPT and T5 have transformed
text summarization by their capacity to recognize complex
language patterns and meaningful connections. This is because
they have been pre-trained on huge amounts of text data. These
models show exceptional understanding and generation skills
for human-like writing, which makes them useful for a broad
series of jobs with respect to natural language processing,
including summarization. By using the encoded knowledge
stored inside its boundaries, LLMs are able to efficiently
compress complicated documents while maintaining crucial
information and context. Analyzing automatically generated
summaries is still difficult, though. ROUGE (Recall-Oriented
Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) scores [12] are frequently
utilized metrics; however, they have several drawbacks, like
their insensitivity to semantic similarity and their incapacity
to capture readability and overall consistency. Thus, human
assessment continues to be necessary for gaining an in-depth
knowledge of summary quality, completing automated mea-
sures such as ROUGE and opens the door for future advances
in the field.

C. Fine Tuning Models

In addition, optimizing Large Language Models (LLMs) on
datasets customized to certain tasks offers an appealing method
to improve their summarization performance. By significantly
altering the pre-trained model’s parameters, fine-tuning allows
it to adapt its enormous prior knowledge to the specifics of
a given summarization job or topic. It has been shown that
this procedure significantly improves performance, helping the
model to provide summaries that are more precise, relevant,
and consistent. A crucial topic of investigation in this work is
the possibility of fine-tuning LLMs for summarization tasks,
especially since the goal is to expand the boundaries of the
field by optimizing model performance on particular datasets.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, the thorough methods used to assess and
compare the efficacy of six cutting-edge text summarization

algorithms are described. The approach aims to evaluate how
well each model generates concise and cohesive summaries in
various domains. The criteria for model selection are outlined,
along with the datasets utilized for evaluation and any fine-
tuning processes. The evaluation metrics adopted to measure
summarization quality are specified. To enhance flexibility
and consistency of the results, the experimental environment,
including system data and computational capabilities, is also
provided. This technique attempts to investigate the possible
advantages of fine-tuning to enhance model performance along
with highlighting the relative benefits and drawbacks of each
model. A significant contribution to the field of automated
text summarizing is sought through the implementation of a
systematic and rigorous evaluation approach that will direct
further studies and their application innovation.

A. Model Selection

Text summarization tools capabilities and performance are
significantly affected by their model architecture. Among
the many different designs that are accessible, BART
(Bidirectional and Auto-Regressive Transformers) [16] a
transformer-based model noted for being flexible to natural
language processing applications. It can efficiently collect
context and produce coherent text because to its bidirectional
architecture and autoregressive decoding. T5 (Text-To-Text
Transfer Transformer) [17], designed by Google AI, uses
a unified architecture in which the inputs and outputs are
expressed as text strings, making it suitable for a variety
of NLP applications. FLAN T5 [18] a version of T5 that
has been specially optimized for text summary, providing
greater efficiency in producing concise and insightful
summaries. Another Google AI model, Pegasus [19], is
well known for its abstractive summarization skills. It
can efficiently extract important information from source
texts and reword or rephrase it. Several models utilize
these architectures, including ’facebook/bart-large-cnn’
based on BART, ’MBZUAI/LaMini-T5-61M’ based on T5,
’MBZUAI/LaMini-Flan-T5-248M’ based on FLAN T5, and
’tuner007/pegasus summarizer’ based on Pegasus.

Selected Models
• Model 1: facebook/bart-large-cnn

This model, as cited in [3], created by the research
team at Facebook AI, is an effective tool for text sum-
marization. It is based on the robust design of BART
(Bidirectional and Auto-Regressive Transformers). The
architecture allows the model to understand complicated
language connections and structures observed in textual
data. Designed specifically for news item overviews,
’facebook/BART-Large-CNN’ is excellent at collecting
important texts, which reduces the amount of information
that is consumed. By carefully tuning with the CNN
Daily Mail dataset—a comprehensive collection of text-
summary pairs—the algorithm achieves outstanding re-
sults on summarizing tasks.

• Model 2: Falconsai/text summarization
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Designed by Falcon AI [4], it is aimed at the medical text
summarizing industry. Based on a foundation pre-trained
on a wide range of medical literature, this innovative ap-
proach makes use of an optimized version of the T5 Large
transformer model. The model is excellent at producing
concise and coherent summaries that are appropriate to
the complexities of the medical area because it focuses
on medical texts, such as research papers, clinical notes,
and documents. By applying a thorough method of fine-
tuning on a composite dataset gathered from various
fields, the ’falconsai/text summarization’ model ensures
its versatility and efficacy in a wide range of tasks.

• Model 3: MBZUAI/LaMini-Flan-T5-248M
A refined variant of Google’s Flan-T5-base model, called
’MBZUAI/LaMini-Flan-T5-248M’ [6], is optimized to
work with the LaMini-instruction dataset, which contains
about 2.58 million instruction samples. It provides com-
pact, effective language models with a range of sizes,
checkpoints, and structures as part of the LaMini-LM
series. In contrast to other models in the series, the
’MBZUAI/LaMini-Flan-T5-248M’ utilizes an encoder-
decoder architecture with 248 million parameters, that
is based on the T5 model. Its adaptability and usability
in a variety of environments are guaranteed by its rig-
orous evaluations across several NLP tasks and human
assessments, demonstrating its flexibility to a wide range
of natural language processing activities, including text
generation.

• Model 4: sshleifer/distilbart-cnn-12-6
The ’sshleifer DistilBART CNN 12-6’ [7] model is a
pre-trained language model designed for text summa-
rization tasks based on the CNN/DailyMail dataset. It
is a compressed and simplified variation of the BART
model. Using a distillation process, DistilBART transfers
the knowledge and performance of the bigger BART
model by teaching a smaller student version to behave
like it. Specifically designed for text summarization,
the ’distilbart-cnn-12-6’ variation uses a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) encoder architecture with 12
layers of encoder and 6 decoder levels. This architecture
improves the model’s summarizing abilities by assisting
in the acquisition of local contextual information in the
input text.

• Model 5: MBZUAI/LaMini-T5-61M
A key part of the LaMini-LM series, the
’MBZUAI/LaMini-T5-61M’ [8] model was carefully
developed by the Mohamed bin Zayed University
of Artificial Intelligence (MBZUAI). Optimized for
instruction fine-tuning, this version of the T5-small
model has been developed on the LaMini-instruction
dataset, an extensive collection of 2.58 million samples.
The model has 61 million parameters, balances both
efficiency and performance, which makes it a great
choice for a range of natural language processing
applications. For this study, the model chosen is
’MBZUAI/LaMini-T5-61M’ because of its stable

structure, tailored instruction using domain-specific data,
and alignment with the goals stated in the research report
”LaMini-LM: A Diverse Herd of Distilled Models from
Large-Scale Instructions.” [6]. This model is a good fit
for summarization experiments because it provides a
strong combination of computational effectiveness and
task-specific expertise.

• Model 6: tuner007/pegasus summarizer
The pegasus summarizer [9] is a text summarizing model
that is available to the public and has been developed
to maximize the potential of Google AI’s Pegasus ar-
chitecture. Since Pegasus serves as its foundation, it
undoubtedly specializes at abstractive summarization and
is skilled at utilizing various words and phrasing to
express the main idea of the source material. A refined
version of Pegasus, the ’tuner007/pegasus summarizer’
model is designed to improve performance on text sum-
marizing work. It seeks to further improve summarization
abilities by optimizing the original Pegasus model, giving
consistency and informativeness in produced summaries.

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF TEXT SUMMARIZATION MODELS

Model Name Description Architecture Size

facebook/bart-
large-cnn

BART with CNN
encoder, fine-tuned
on CNN Daily Mail
dataset

Encoder-
Decoder (BART)
with CNN
encoder

406M
params

Falconsai/
text summarization

Fine-tuned T5
Large for medical
text summarization

Transformer
(T5)

60.5M
params

MBZUAI/LaMini-
Flan-T5-248M

Fine-tuned Flan-T5-
based on Lamini-
instruction dataset

Transformer
(Flan-T5)

248M
params

sshleifer/distilbart-
cnn-12-6

Distilled BART
with CNN encoder
for efficient
summarization tasks

Encoder-
Decoder
(Distilled
BART) with
CNN encoder

306M
params

MBZUAI/LaMini-
T5-61M

Compact T5 vari-
ant for summariza-
tion

Transformer
(T5)

61M
params

tuner007/ pega-
sus summarizer

An optimized model
based on the pow-
erful Pegasus archi-
tecture

Pegasus-based
model

-

Table I provides a summary of the models examined in
this study. After providing an overview of each model, the
process of preparing the data is delved into, describing the
dataset used for assessment and any processing measures taken
to ensure consistency and precision in the evaluation of the
model’s performance.

B. Dataset

SAMSum Dataset: The SAMSum dataset [20] includes
around 16,000 messenger-like conversations with summaries
for each. These dialogues were created by English-speaking
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linguists who were given the task to create interactions that
matched their regular talks. The goal of the dataset is to repli-
cate the subject matter distribution seen in actual messenger
chats. Discussions display a broad range of records and styles,
including semi-formal, formal, and casual conversations. The
conversations were then annotated with brief summaries that
were meant to capture the key points addressed in the di-
alogues. The Samsung R&D Institute Poland created the
SAMSum dataset, which is licensed under a non-commercial
agreement (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0) for use in research.

Data Splits:
• Train: 14,732 conversations
• Validation: 818 conversations
• Test: 819 conversations
Sample Instance:
• ”id”: ”13818513”,

”dialogue”:
– ”Amanda: I baked cookies. Do you want some?

Jerry: Sure! Amanda: I’ll bring you some tomorrow.”
”summary”:

– ”Amanda baked biscuits and will bring Jerry some
hereafter”,

C. Evaluation Strategy

In the research conducted, the main criteria utilized to
evaluate the level of quality of the produced summaries was
ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation)
scores [11]. The ROUGE set of measures assesses the differ-
ence between the generated summary and a collection of prior
summaries. The ROUGE algorithm’s versions, ROUGE-1 (un-
igram overlap), ROUGE-2 (bigram overlap), and ROUGE-
L (largest common subsequence), were employed to test
accuracy, recall, and content overlap specifically.

1) ROUGE-1 (Unigram Overlap): This metric calculates
the amount of overlap between the reference summaries
and the generated summary for unigrams, or single
words. It evaluates the recall as well as accuracy of
unigrams, giving information on the level of content
overlap among the references and the generated sum-
mary. Greater agreement between the generated and
reference summaries in terms of individual words is
indicated by higher ROUGE-1 scores.

2) ROUGE-2 (Bigram Overlap): This version of the eval-
uation expands to take into account bigram over-
lap—sequences of two consecutive words—between
the reference summaries and the produced summary.
ROUGE-2 offers a more comprehensive assessment of
subject matter overlap than ROUGE-1 since it records
the occurrence of word sequences. Better agreement
between the produced and reference summaries’ word
sequences is indicated by higher ROUGE-2 scores.

3) ROUGE-L (Longest Common Subsequence): ROUGE-L
calculates the longest common subsequence. In contrast
to ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2, which emphasize on word
matches exactly, ROUGE-L takes into consideration the

longest continuous word sequence that shows up in both
the reference summaries and the produced summary.
This standard is particularly useful in determining the
overall overlap of information and the degree of concep-
tual similarity between summaries, irrespective of word
order.

Sample Instance: ROUGE scores calculated for a sample
generated summary using the following metrics:

• ROUGE-1 (Unigram Overlap):
1) Recall (R): 0.9
2) Precision (P): 0.5625
3) F1-score (F): 0.6923076875739645

• ROUGE-2 (Bigram Overlap):
1) Recall (R): 0.7777777777777778
2) Precision (P): 0.30434782608695654
3) F1-score (F): 0.4374999959570314

• ROUGE-L (Longest Common Subsequence):
1) Recall (R): 0.9
2) Precision (P): 0.5625
3) F1-score (F): 0.6923076875739645

Although ROUGE scores offer important insights into how
effectively summarization models work, it’s essential to un-
derstand their limitations. ROUGE scores can fail to accu-
rately represent the semantic equality between the generated
summary and the reference summaries, which is one of
their major drawbacks. They are also sensitive to semantic
similarity. Furthermore, factors like coherence, readability,
and fluency—all important variables in evaluating the general
caliber of summaries—are not taken into consideration by
ROUGE scores. Thus, in order to get an in-depth under-
standing of summary quality, ROUGE scores—while giving
useful quantitative measurements—should be combined with
qualitative evaluation and human judgment.

D. Fine-Tuning

In natural language processing (NLP), fine-tuning [15] is
the process of altering a language model that was previously
trained to fit a specific assignment or dataset by training it with
data particular to the task. With this method, the model can
gain task-specific patterns and complications while utilizing its
previous expertise, which improves performance on the target
job.

Motivation for Fine-Tuning: The need for adapting pre-
trained models to particular datasets or tasks pushes fine-
tuning. It’s possible that generic pre-trained models fail to per-
form at the highest level across every domain. Customization
is made feasible by fine-tuning, which also guarantees that the
model learns to produce outputs for the desired task or dataset
that are more accurate and contextually appropriate.

Use of Fine-Tuning: Text classification, recognition of
named entities, and text summarization are only a few of
the NLP tasks that often make use of fine-tuning. It works
particularly well in situations when the knowledge of the pre-
trained model may be used but has to be modified to certain
domains or situations.
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How it helps in improving a good or service: By giving the
model the ability to learn from specific to the task data, fine-
tuning enhances the model’s output. Through this process, the
model’s parameters are modified in order to better represent
the nuanced characteristics and details of the target dataset,
producing outputs that are both more precise and contextually
relevant. Therefore, fine-tuning aids in improving the model’s
efficiency on the intended job, which eventually results in
better summaries and overall outcomes.

IV. RESULTS

A. Rouge Results

The performance of the summarization models differs across
criteria, which can be shown by analyzing the ROUGE
scores shown below in the Table: II. The ROUGE scores
[10] were calculated through a comparison of the model-
generated summaries to the dataset’s reference summaries,
using the ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L standards. To
ensure an accurate evaluation of the models’ summarization
ability, the average ROUGE scores for each model were
calculated across the first 10 rows of the unknown dataset
(SAMSum) [20]. This method offers a thorough evaluation
of the model’s effectiveness on several summarizing quality
factors. MBZUAI/LaMini-Flan-T5-248M [5] is a standout
model among those analyzed, having the best ROUGE ratings
in nearly every parameter. This suggests that it is better than
the reference summary at capturing unigram, bigram, and
longest common subsequence overlaps. LaMini performs very
well because of its strong architecture and efficient training
process, which allow it to provide summaries that closely
match the content of the original texts.

The MBZUAI/LaMini-Flan-T5-248M model [5] performed
better than the others because of its greater size, fine-tuning
process, and robust design. Because of its T5-based design,
that allows for efficient encoding and decoding of textual data,
it is well-suited for summarization work. Furthermore, the
model may be strongly adjusted to the complexities of the
task by performing fine-tuning using the LaMini-instruction
dataset. With 248 million parameters, the model is bigger
and has a higher representational ability. On the other hand,
smaller model sizes, insufficient fine-tuning, or architectural
limitations could have contributed to the lower scores of other
models. When everything is considered, the MBZUAI/LaMini-
Flan-T5-248M model [5] performs better than other models
due to its strong architecture, efficient fine-tuning, and large
model size, which allows it to produce summaries of excellent
quality.

B. Fine tuning Results

Deciding to fine-tune the ’MBZUAI/LaMini-Flan-T5-
248M’ model [5] was based on its impressive performance
in text summarizing tasks. A pre-trained model is easily fine-
tuned to perform better on a particular task or dataset. Google
Colab [21], a cloud-based platform, provided open access to
GPU resources for model training. The Samsum dataset [20],
which includes messenger-like interactions with summaries,

was chosen for improving the model. The SAMSum dataset
[20] was selected because it closely matches the conversational
style and material of the model’s initial training data, enabling
the model to perform tasks that are more similar to each
other. The overall goal of optimizing the ’MBZUAI/LaMini-
Flan-T5-248M’ model’s [5] performance to generate excellent
summaries in a conversational setting was accomplished via
fine-tuning it on the Samsum dataset.

After choosing and fine-tuning the MBZUAI/LaMini-Flan-
T5-248M model on the Samsum dataset, significant gains in its
ROUGE scores were observed, as shown in Table III below.
The model obtained ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L
scores of 37.83, 13.96 and 34.14, respectively, before fine-
tuning. These scores improved to 41.29, 13.25, and 38.11, re-
spectively, following adjustments. Hence, gains in recall, pre-
cision, and F1 scores across all three ROUGE versions demon-
strate enhanced overlaps between the produced summaries and
reference summaries. Overall, the MBZUAI/LaMini-Flan-T5-
248M model’s summarization abilities have improved signifi-
cantly as a result of the fine-tuning procedure, increasing its ef-
ficacy in extracting important information from conversational
text data. Furthermore, fine-tuning the MBZUAI/LaMini-Flan-
T5-248M model [5] on the SAMSum dataset [20] highlights
the potential of leveraging domain-specific data to optimize
summarization performance.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the research examined how well different text
summarizing algorithms performed side by side, providing in-
sight into how well they captured the main ideas of the original
texts. It was pointed out that models such as MBZUAI/LaMini-
Flan-T5-248M displayed better summarization performance,
with higher ROUGE scores on several criteria. Moreover,
the significant enhancements in ROUGE scores following to
the model’s adaptation to the Samsum dataset demonstrated
the clear impact of fine-tuning on model performance. This
highlights how crucial customized training strategies are for
maximizing model performance for certain tasks.

While automatic assessment measures like as ROUGE pro-
vide useful insights about summarization quality, they must be
accompanied with human evaluation to identify details such
as consistency and readability. With consideration of these
factors, this dual evaluation technique guarantees a thorough
assessment of summarization models.

Findings demonstrate how important text summarizing algo-
rithms are for compressing large volumes of information into
understandable summaries. These models provide efficiency
and simplicity in processing textual data, with various number
of uses ranging from content development to information
retrieval. In the long run, text summarization research has a
great deal of promise to enhance natural language processing
and make information sharing easier in the digital era.
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